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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to summarize existing research on the effects of technical surveillance on children, taking into account video and other means of surveillance, and to develop a better understanding of what impact surveillance has on children’s experiences of, and attitudes toward, privacy. The aim is to inform thinking on the overarching privacy challenge posed by child and youth surveillance. Only surveillance taking place in Western countries like Canada is discussed; a broader study of possible impacts across different cultures and religions is excluded from the scope.

In the words of David Lyon, surveillance is “a key feature of contemporary life which is both so routine and taken-for-granted that it seems unremarkable and yet simultaneously has such far reaching consequences that it demands social scientific scrutiny.”

Surveillance is defined as “focussed, systematic and routine attention to personal details for the purpose of influence, management, protection or direction.”

We live in an information society where vast quantities of data about us are gathered and analysed through automated processes. Companies keep track of our purchases, our web surfing habits, and our online social interactions in order to market to us more effectively. Governments monitor our financial transactions, cross-border travel and cyber activities in the name of preventing crime and mitigating terrorism risks. We are no longer surprised when our activities and movements are monitored and recorded - by security cameras, by loyalty programs, by online social networks and merchants, by border security agents, and a multitude of other features of everyday life. Increasingly, we are no longer passive subjects of surveillance but rather active participants, by volunteering information about ourselves for financial rewards when we publicize our location to obtain coupons from nearby merchants, or to enhance our social standing by maintaining an active social networking presence. It is also becoming commonplace for individuals to monitor the actions of others, for example, publicly posting videos of rude bus drivers, couples fighting, or rioters vandalizing and looting.

Arguably, no one is monitored more closely in our society than children and young people. From their earliest days, children have cameras trained on them – video baby monitors in cribs, nanny cams, Internet-enabled surveillance in daycares. As children get older and more autonomous, the
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monitoring continues. In the U.S. and Canada, a multimillion dollar industry markets software that allows parents to monitor their children’s online and cell phone communications and activities. GPS devices like the AmberAlert GPS (tag line: Mommy in the Sky) are sold to parents who want to track their children’s whereabouts. Security cameras in schools and on school buses are commonplace.

Schools in the U.K. have been testing RFID tracking of students, whereby an RFID tag is embedded in clothing or a badge and a central system keeps track of students’ movements. Palm scanners installed in school cafeterias in the U.S allow parents to monitor their children’s food choices. Some U.K. schools have been replacing library cards with fingerprint scanners, in school libraries. Waterparks in the U.S. have introduced RFID bracelets to replace room keys, and charge cards, and to facilitate uploading of holiday pictures to Facebook. One of Canada’s largest waterparks allows patrons to link their fingerprints to an account that allows them to pay for snacks and souvenirs by having their fingerprints scanned.

Corporations monitor and track children online so they can compile profiles based on their online activities. These profiles are often used to deliver targeted ads. Finally, ever-present security cameras record individuals’ movements generally for purposes of law enforcement and crime prevention.

In short, our society has embraced surveillance tools. However, there has been relatively little research and public debate about the effects of surveillance on children. This paper aims to summarize existing research in this area, and propose options to help guide future policy and investigations by the OPC.

Why surveillance?

Affordable, available, and easy to use

Rapid advances in technology, particularly in the last decade, have allowed individuals ready access to surveillance tools that were once only available to governments and law enforcement. Surveillance equipment is cheaper, smaller, and more sophisticated than ever before. Also important is that surveillance is a feature of everyday life, and thus has become normalized. Video cameras and GPS are standard features on smart phones. Personal computers together with wi-fi and the Internet allow individuals to watch over their property and loved ones remotely. Stores sell all manner of easily
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concealable tracking devices and cameras. In short, surveillance tools are no longer the stuff of spy novels but instead have become just another consumer product we can buy at the local mall.

**Technology as a parental aid**

Societal changes also play a significant role in the adoption of surveillance technologies into family life. It goes without saying that children have always been watched over to ensure that they are safe from harm. In the past, when people tended to live in close-knit communities, this was done by relatives, neighbours and friends. Today, people tend to live in anonymous neighbourhoods where they may not be able to rely on others to look out for their children. This anonymity can lead to an increased sense of danger. It is common for parents to feel that if their children are not under their watchful eye, they could encounter a stranger who will hurt them. Technology can provide parents with a seemingly convenient way of quelling those safety fears.

Online, the fear of strangers translates into a fear of pedophiles and cyberstalkers, feeding the vast market for surveillance equipment. According to a 2011 PEW Research Center survey, 54% of U.S. parents said they use parental controls or other means of filtering or monitoring their child’s computer-based online activities. Canadians hold similar views. In summarizing the findings of the 2012 Young Canadians in a Wired World study, Jane Tallim of MediaSmarts stated, "When we first began collecting data in 2000, adults described the Internet as a useful source of information. Today, the majority see the Internet as a source of fear and home to unknowable threats to their children. Parental fear has led to heavy surveillance and the belief that online spying is an imperative to good parenting."

Companies have recognized a marketing opportunity based on taking advantage of people’s fears about their children’s safety, such as the following warning to parents from KidsWatch, which sells computer monitoring software:

> Our chat monitoring feature may not be the sole reason to bring KidsWatch into your home but it is a great safety feature to have. Consider this statistic from the Crimes Against Children Research Center: **“Almost one in five young Internet users receive unwanted sexual solicitations.”** To us, that seems like a staggering number and you don’t have to look further than reading your local newspaper to be aware just how frequently these situations can occur.

Safety, together with convenience, appear to be the major selling points for monitoring technologies. In addition to addressing safety fears and convenience factors, surveillance technologies can also serve to fulfill parents’ more general emotional needs, particularly where young children are concerned. In a paper, about Danish parents who enrolled their children in a nursery that allowed
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webcam access over the Internet, many parents reported feelings of being together with their children, as well as of protecting them.

**State control**

Outside the home, children are subjected to surveillance by the state. Typically, this is carried out for purposes of control, such as detecting and discouraging anti-social and outside-the-norm behaviour. For example, schools use monitoring tools to prevent absenteeism and cheating on exams. Municipal governments install security cameras to deter vandalism and other forms of crime.

**Commercial profit**

Online, children are monitored by companies who want to market to them in a way that maximizes profit. In 2010, the Wall Street Journal reported that popular children’s websites installed more tracking software than comparable sites aimed at adults. These tracking tools follow children as they surf the Internet and collect data about their behaviour and personal interests which are then used for marketing purposes.

**Effects of surveillance on children**

Surveillance using technology is a relatively recent phenomenon and there exists only a limited amount of research on its long-term effects on children. The research that is available tends to focus on online monitoring and links the use of surveillance technologies to a parenting style that is based on restricting and controlling the child’s environment. At the opposite end of the parenting spectrum are parents who stress independence and freedom to make decisions.

Most parents fall somewhere between the extremes of helicopter parenting and free range parenting. The decision whether to monitor children and to what extent is a common parental dilemma. A 2012 Globe and Mail article set out both supporting and opposing arguments about webcams in daycares. A mother who is in favour of such monitoring stated:

> “I was warming up to the idea because of one simple reason: I miss my kid….I know… part of being a good parent is learning to back off, and let your child develop his or her own relationship with the world…If webcams are installed…I can uphold the morals that are important to me – trust, autonomy, independence – and still have the benefit of being more a
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part of my 22-month-old’s life than having a full-time job allows. If that makes me feel more comfortable, and more confident in my abilities as a parent, how can that be bad?”

The mother opposed to videocams in daycares worried about the negative effects of monitoring for both children and parents. She said:

“We may tell ourselves we’re just curious about what our adored children are doing when we’re not around. When given the opportunity to electronically hover…we dial right in. Like the helicopter parents we swear we don’t want to be. It’s a slippery slope and we may not have the right footwear…As for the kids, we’ll have to wait and see what effects constant digital surveillance has on a child.”

Most of the research relevant to the topic of surveillance addresses the degree of independence children are given by their parents and how that affects their development. The research also speaks to the way in which surveillance over time, rather than a particular instance, helps form children's view of, and relationship with, the world.

Finally, there appears to be a general lack of research about how the effects of surveillance might vary depending on the age of the child, and how children’s attitudes toward surveillance might change with age.

**Trust and secrecy**

Trust is fundamental to promoting self-control and healthy development in children, and trust issues are commonly identified by research examining the effects of surveillance on children. Although no supporting research was found, one would imagine that the risk of trust being undermined by intensive surveillance is less of an issue in the case of babies, toddlers and pre-schoolers, who require intensive parental involvement because they are not developmentally capable of making many decisions for themselves.

As children get older, trust can become an issue if parents rely on technology to obtain information about their child rather than speaking with the child directly. The findings of the 2012 Media Smarts study “Young Canadians in a Wired World, Phase III: Talking to Youth and Parents about Life Online” suggest that there is a correlation between the amount of parental surveillance and feelings of trust in children and youth. Study participants aged 11 and 12 accepted parental monitoring of their online activities as a necessary precaution because, in their view, the Internet is a dangerous place and any strangers they might encounter are not trustworthy. Teenage participants, on the other hand, resented parental monitoring and most used privacy settings and other methods to block nosy relatives. The study found that:

“The teenagers who did share the details of their lives with their parents were the ones who were not routinely monitored. Trust in this case was mutual; the parents trusted their children to behave appropriately and the children responded by providing them with access to their Facebook page.”
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In another recent study\(^{22}\) of nearly 500 adolescents and their parents, youth who perceived their privacy as being invaded became even more secretive with their parents. As a result, these parents ended up knowing less about the teens’ lives a year later.

When surveillance is interpreted to mean lack of trust, this can result in secrecy and subversion on the part of children and youth, as well as a reluctance to share information with parents. danah boyd and Alice Marwick have described\(^{23}\) techniques teens use online to keep private information that they know their parents can see. For example, one teen used song lyrics to convey a message to her friends, knowing that her mother would interpret the message in a completely different way.

**Autonomy, risk assessment, and social development**

Dr. Tonya Rooney\(^{24}\) suggests that surveillance technologies as a substitute for more nuanced discussion and education can have a negative impact on children because the ultimate aim of such technologies is to create a risk free environment. This does not reflect the real world, where we are constantly faced with risks and we must learn how to evaluate and manage risk ourselves in order to function effectively. According to Dr. Rooney, if parents consistently overestimate and overreact to risk, it is difficult for children to learn how to negotiate an appropriate balance between trust and risk. She says, “We need to question whether the technologies may be depriving children of the opportunity to develop confidence and competence in skills that would in turn leave them in a stronger position to assess and manage risks across a broad range of life experiences.”

There is agreement among researchers that surveillance decreases opportunities for children to exercise autonomy and independence. Autonomy, defined as “the ability to think for oneself independent of reward and punishment, and to decide between right and wrong, and between truth and untruth”\(^{25}\) is associated with healthy social development. According to Erik Erikson’s stages of psychosocial development, children as young as 18 months need to experience autonomy in order to develop self-assurance through exploring the world around them.\(^{26}\) The caveat here again is that young children require near constant supervision because developmentally they are unable to safely navigate their environment and look after themselves.
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A recent paper from Ryerson University’s EDGE Lab examines research about the social implications of the use of surveillance technologies to restrict and control children’s online activities. The paper concludes that surveillance through technological means can have a detrimental effect on children’s development.

According to the paper, surveillance is often experienced by children as a form of control that limits their choices and inhibits their ability to act autonomously. It also serves to direct behaviour through punishment and reward, which means that children will make decisions based on the risk of punishment rather than as a reflection of their values and ethics. When children are directed in their actions, they are denied opportunities to experiment with making critical and ethical choices, leading to lower ability to self-regulate and self-direct their behaviour.

Both Dr. Rooney and the EDGE Lab study comment on scenarios of near constant surveillance. It is perhaps worth exploring whether surveillance technologies can be used in a limited and age-appropriate manner to promote safety and security without the negative impacts on children and youth.

Digital literacy

Digital literacy is defined as the ability to navigate the online world in an effective and safe way. Proponents of digital literacy such as Howard Rheingold argue that developing digital literacy skills requires that children have the freedom to learn what information is worthy of their attention. Organizations like MediaSmarts and the Family Online Safety Institute offer resources aimed at educating and empowering children and youth to make the right choices online. Pervasive online surveillance without regard to childrens’ age or capacity appears to run counter to this philosophy as it restricts children’s and youths’ opportunities to use critical thinking skills.

Understanding privacy

Surveillance in childhood can have a profound effect on understanding privacy later in life. Children learn through experience, and if they do not grow up in an environment where privacy is practiced, they may not learn how privacy works. In the words of the EDGE Lab paper authors, “An authentic experience of privacy is integral to a child’s future success in mature decision making and knowing how to appropriately and safely navigate social boundaries, or know when to not disclose personal information…. If children are not afforded privacy in their home life or their daily lives, they will not know how to appropriately establish and advocate for their own boundaries and privacy or recognize those of others as they become adults.”
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Cory Doctorow, who has long campaigned against the ubiquity of surveillance in the U.K., is also a proponent of teaching privacy by example. In a 2008 Guardian article entitled “Bebo kids will value privacy when they see adults do too,” Doctorow argues that society’s reliance on, and acceptance of, surveillance tools influence children’s feelings about privacy. Doctorow has also said that “censorware teaches kids that the normal course of online life involves being spied upon for every click, tweet, email, and IM.” He asks what the effects of this perspective will be when today’s children become tomorrow’s web developers and policy makers.

### Children/youth Surveillance and PIPEDA – experience thus far

To date, the OPC has investigated one complaint involving video surveillance of children or youth. The complaint involved a daycare that had installed webcams in classrooms and made the feed available to parents over the Internet. According to the daycare, it had introduced the webcam service so it could monitor classrooms for security purposes and provide parents with assurances about the classroom environment. The case largely turned on the issue of safeguards. Given the lack of information about any long term effects of the trend of heightened surveillance of children, we could not conclude at that time on the appropriateness of the daycare’s purposes for operating the webcam service. The OPC undertook to continue to monitor the issue and conduct further research, which was the impetus for this paper.

Surveillance of children and youth has also been addressed in the context of web tracking and profiling. In 2011, the OPC published a policy position on online behavioural advertising that set out restrictions on the tracking of children. Recognizing that obtaining meaningful consent to tracking from children, especially at a young age, is a great challenge, the OPC advises organizations to avoid knowingly tracking children and tracking on websites aimed at children. We also acknowledge that the age of the child plays a significant role in the child’s appreciation of the implications of being tracked: “What is meaningful for a 17 year-old may not be the same as what is meaningful for a nine-year-old. Practices need to correspond to cognitive and emotional development. What is appropriate will also depend on the specific context.” This issue came up in the OPC’s investigation of Nexopia, a youth-oriented social networking site. In that case, Nexopia undertook to explain to its members, in age-appropriate language, what behaviourally targeted advertising was, how such advertising works, and how to remove tracking cookies.
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Conclusion

The coming together of societal, technological and commercial factors have caused technological surveillance of children to be commonplace in our society. Since this is a relatively recent phenomenon, the effects of this pervasive surveillance on children are only beginning to be studied. Available research has raised legitimate questions about the potentially detrimental effects surveillance may have on children's social development in the long term. Some have posited that growing up with surveillance as a daily presence may even normalize the practice over time and influence a shift in social norms away from privacy.

We hope that more research will be undertaken into the effects of pervasive surveillance on children and their sense of privacy, as well as impacts on attitudes, such as moral development, later in life. It would be useful if research took into account children's developmental stages to provide some insight into how age plays a role in attitudes and behaviours. Such information would go a long way to helping parents reach a better balance between peace of mind and their children’s developmental needs, and adopt a more nuanced approach in assessing the effectiveness and appropriateness of surveillance services.